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CHICAGO.

Almost every large city in this country has under contemplation the construction of one or more hospitals at the present time, and during the next few years hundreds of these public institutions will be constructed in this country. This will involve the expenditure of many millions of dollars, and will produce good or bad facilities for the treatment of millions of patients in the future. If these institutions are properly planned, the amount of good which will accrue to the citizens of this country for the amount of money expended will be vastly greater than if they are badly planned. The good features of a well-planned hospital will have a permanently beneficial effect on the community supporting the institution, and in the same manner a badly planned hospital will be a constant source of inconvenience, if not a real menace. For these reasons it seems proper for this subject to be discussed by the representative surgeons and hospital men who compose, to a great extent, the Surgical Section of the American Medical Association.

THE COMMON BASIS OF HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION.

Singularity enough, the work most extensively consulted by architects who are called on to provide the plans for hospitals, is “Hospital Construction and Organization.” “The Johns Hopkins Hospital, 1875,” is one which was based on observations made 27 years ago. The authors of these essays did their work so well that no one has seriously attempted to criticize them since, and the work has stood with authority for these many years. One can obtain a fair idea of how thoroughly the plans and theories laid down in these essays have been accepted by architects who have been called on to plan hospital buildings by studying the very comprehensive work of Henry C. Burdett, “Hospitals and Asylums of the World, J. A. Churchill, London, 1893.”

This work gives the plans of all the important hospitals which were constructed before the close of its publication, and virtually all of these contain the same essentials in their construction.

THE NEED OF NEW PRINCIPLES IN CONSTRUCTION.

When we bear in mind that during this time everything in our theories concerning infection, contagion and hygiene has changed, and that scientifically proven facts have taken the place of theories, does it not seem strange that we should still adhere to the same essentials in hospital construction? Could an architect build an office building to-day on essentially the lines of thirty years ago, or a hotel or a factory or a library or a brewery or a building utilized for any industry in which there has been progress?

This work was written before we were acquainted with the cause of infection; before we knew that infection means the planting by contact of definite micro-organisms; before we knew that these micro-organisms develop under definite conditions, and that their development can be prevented or inhibited at our will. It is true that Pasteur had opened the way to our present concept of infection before this time, but his theories had not yet taken a definite practical form. At that time observation had demonstrated the fact that if one patient in a given part of a hospital became infected, the other patients were likely to suffer in the same manner and that patients in another building at a distance might remain free from the infection, consequently it seemed wise to separate as much as possible the patients in separate pavilions. At the present time we know that the infection was carried from one patient to the other through the ignorance of the attendant who manipulated all the patients in the same pavilion, but could not contaminate those with whom he did not come in contact. This fact is so well understood now that it seems superfluous to mention it. Every one connected with hospital work is struck on this fact so that in well-regulated hospitals infection of wounds in the same pavilion is no more likely than it would be if they were any given distance apart.

THE GENERAL PLAN.

A knowledge of this fact should eliminate the construction of hospitals extending over large areas, if there were no other reason except the fact that there is greater economy in construction, and maintenance of a compact building. A compact building can be heated at a smaller expense, the food can be supplied to the patients more easily and with less labor, hence more economically; the amount of cleaning and painting and repairing is decreased. There is less roof surface exposed, and the time of the visiting staff is economized because the attending physicians and surgeons are not compelled to travel great distances in visiting the patients in different wards.

Ever since Pasteur’s observations determined the presence of micro-organisms in the ordinary air and their absence in the air on high mountains, it has become more and more apparent that the air near the surface of the earth contains more micro-organisms than that higher up. This is especially true in cities in which the street dust is laden with germs and is much thicker at the level of the first than at the level of the higher stories. Our own observations have again confirmed this well-established fact. This fact must condemn low hospital buildings, because in these the patients are forced to live in the most unfavorable conditions as regards the air they breathe compared to other buildings. The fact, although already discovered by the observations of Pasteur and his pupils, had not been generally considered when the Johns Hopkins essays were published, but now that we are familiar with this fact it seems unfortunate that it is not generally made use of in hospital construction. The same principle applies to the building of operating rooms. A number of palatial operating pavilions have been constructed on the ground floor in great cities, whereas they should have been placed in the garret of a tall building.

FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION.

Twenty-five years ago it was not wise to build high hospital buildings because of the danger from fire. This danger no longer exists because absolutely fire-proof buildings can now be easily constructed out of stone, brick, tile, concrete and steel. It is true that some so-called fire-proof buildings have been burnt, but never those which were honestly constructed, in which there was no wood used except for floors and window frames and doors, and in which each story was separated from the one above by a ceiling of hollow tile or concrete in which the steel was imbedded. Of course all of the partitions, closets and air shafts must be constructed of hollow tile or cement, and in fact there must be no wood.
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except in the floors, doors and windows, and even these parts can be made of fire-proof material.

A hospital not constructed absolutely fire-proof at the present time should be condemned, even though it be only one or two stories high. This is especially true because at the present time a hospital is likely to contain a very large proportion of patients, who have just undergone serious operations and could consequently not be moved with safety in case of fire. The use of the modern elevator is another important factor which makes high hospital buildings especially convenient.

These are the main considerations and all these are relatively new and should be borne in mind in the construction of hospitals at the present time. The minor considerations will be treated later, not because they are unimportant, but because I wish to emphasize the greater importance of the adoption of high hospital buildings for large cities.

With a given area of land on which to build, it is plain at once that with a high building many favorable con-
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ESSENTIALS IN HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION.

1. The building can be set back from the street, which will still further lessen the amount of street dust. It will also lessen the disturbance caused by the street noise.

2. If land can be secured overlooking a park or any other attractive landscape, the higher the building the more patients can obtain a view of this landscape.

3. The building can be more easily placed so that every room and every ward secures sunlight during some portion of the day. With the low buildings one is constantly compelled to infringe upon the sunlight in order to secure a sufficient amount of space for the number of beds required, while with the high buildings one simply adds another story which in no way interferes with the remaining portion of the building.

4. The hospital can be conveniently located for the patient as well as for desirable physicians and surgeons for its staff. Relatively speaking, the air above the second story in a well-chosen portion of the city in

VENTILATION.

In the climate of the United States the air supply of the hospital must come during the warmer portion of the year directly from the outside through open windows or through ventilating flues in the walls. During the colder part of the year the fresh air should be forced into the upper portion of the wards and rooms by means of revolving fans. This air should be taken from a tower above the roof.

It should first be washed by passing through strands of oakum or other similar material suspended in the horizontal portion of the air-shaft, a small amount of water being permitted to trickle over these strands constantly; then it should pass through a long shaft, extending preferably through the entire length of the building. This shaft should contain coils heated with steam or water. The outside of this shaft should be covered with some material which prevents the radiation of heat, in order to economize fuel. Taking the air from a tower some distance above the roof of a high building, it is nearly free from micro-organisms;

which the surrounding buildings are not high compares favorably with the air in the first story in the outskirts of a large city. And the air in the sixth story is nearly as pure as country air.

If a great physician or surgeon can be saved an hour's time each day which he would be compelled to spend in going to and from the hospital located a great distance from his residence, his services can more easily be obtained, and this time in itself given a hospital service will amount to a great deal during each year. There can also be no doubt that much harm is done to many very acute cases by being carried great distances to the hospital. I need but mention those suffering from severe pneumonia, typhoid fever or peritonitis.

Of course the same care should be exercised in selecting a location. It should be as high as possible, near a park, river or lake in as quiet a location as available, away from the street cars or railroad tracks and still easily accessible to patients and their friends. The larger the grounds the better it is for the institution.
of water. This will serve the double purpose of taking up the particles which may get in and of giving humidity to the air. The air falls directly over the radiator through the duct, and this duct being back of the radiator, the chill is taken off the air primarily. It then rises and traverses the entire room to the duct at the floor which leads to a large air chamber in the attic space between ceiling and roof, giving room for a great volume and thus a regular circulation. This attic space is ventilated by a shaft thirty feet above the roof and may be made to work either naturally or mechanically, the first by means of a cowl facing the aperture from the wind and so creating a vacuum directly in front, and a plenum state directly behind the shaft. A simple mechanical process is the placing of a radiator of large capacity at the base of the shaft or duct and so creating a current of air by convection. An ordinary gas jet at the bottom of each shaft will in many instances suffice. This method has many strong advocates.

LIGHTING ARRANGEMENTS.

If a hospital building is placed from north to south, being long and only wide enough for a row of wards or rooms on each side of a central hall, then all the rooms and wards on one side are exposed to sunlight during the entire forenoon and on the other side during the afternoon.

In visiting many hospitals I have found that only in a few instances care has been exercised to obtain sunlight for every room and ward in the institution, and the dark corners are very common.

Ordinary illuminating gas is the least desirable of all artificial lights. It gives rise to much soot, gives off much heat and consumes much oxygen, and in most institutions it does not give a clear, uniform light unless some form of asbestos mantle is used.

Incandescent electric light is clean and does not consume any oxygen and gives off but little heat, but the radial power is not good, compared with the cost of production. Acetylene gas consumes some oxygen, but compares well otherwise with incandescent electric light; it is possibly the most economical form of lighting. There is very little heat produced and no soot.

KITCHENS.

The kitchen is one of the most common sources of annoyance in hospitals because of the odors which are very offensive to the sick. This can be remedied by placing the kitchen in the garret. All the odors from cooking rise, hence the location of the kitchen in the garret will at once eliminate this source of trouble. The range should be placed in the center of the room and a good skylight and ventilator put over it. Another remedy lies in building a separate small building at some distance from the main hospital building for the housing of the boilers, engines, dynamos, if electric illuminating is employed, the kitchen and the laundries.

Each floor should, of course, have its own little diet kitchen, and these should be directly below the main kitchen or in such position that there will be direct communication by dumb waiter.

FLOORS.

In the halls, bathrooms, closets, kitchens, operating and dressing rooms, some form of flooring which is impermeable to moisture, such as tiling or glass, has now been generally adopted with great satisfaction, because it can be easily kept clean and is attractive in appearance. In the wards and rooms hardwood floors laid on the cement covering which isolates the floor from the lower story seems preferable. This should be covered by some dressing impermeable to moisture in order to prevent septic materials from penetrating the pores of the wood. A careful application of grain alcohol shellac closes the pores.

WALLS.

The walls should be covered with paint which prevents the plaster from becoming filled with germs. These walls can be washed and thus rendered aseptic after the rooms have been occupied by patients with suppurating wounds.

In the operating rooms and dressing rooms walls covered with tile, marble, glazed brick or glass are very attractive, but they are in no way superior to those which have been carefully covered with hard enamel paint which is impervious and acid proof.

PLUMBING.

There is no part of the construction of a hospital which requires greater care than the plumbing, but fortunately, this branch has been so perfectly developed in house and hotel construction that any good architect whose attention has been directed toward the importance of this part of the construction will be enabled to furnish safe and satisfactory plans. One essential that should be introduced in all hospitals is a large slop sink or hopper with a water seal—in fact, an enlarged syphon-jet water closet with a large flushing tank. The utility of such a device can be seen at a glance. The aperture at the top should not be less than 24 inches square in order to prevent spilling in emptying bed pans and other utensils. The bathroom should be separated from the water closet and both should have large outside windows, and these should, if possible, reach to the ceiling, in order to light every part of these rooms from above, which will make it much more difficult for the servants to slight their work in keeping these departments clean. Storerooms should be well lighted, for often a dark storeroom serves to accumulate unclean material, because the dirt escapes detection by those in authority.

STERILIZING ROOMS FOR MATTRESSES, BEDDING, ETC.

There should be two sterilizing chambers, each sufficiently large to sterilize all the bedding and mattresses to be used for an entire week, so that while the material is being used from the chamber in which ster-
ilization has been completed the other sterilizing chamber can serve for the accumulation of the next amount of material to be sterilized. There should also be a space left set aside for airing and sunning the bedding, which may be arranged on the roof.

Sterilization of instruments, utensils, dressings, towels and operating gowns is accomplished in a most perfect manner in the various sterilizers which can be purchased from the manufacturers of such appliances.

SOME MODEL CHICAGO HOSPITALS.

I have been interested in the building of two of the larger hospitals of Chicago which have been under my surgical management for some years. The architects who planned these institutions incorporated the ideas brought out in this paper and the results have been most satisfactory. These institutions are six stories in height and extend from north to south, with a large corridor extending the entire length of the building. There are no dark corners and very few convenient places for the accumulation of dirt. These institutions furnish better air than do one or two-story buildings and still they can be conducted at a much slighter expense.

The accompanying drawings, kindly furnished me by Messrs. Hallberg & Sturm, architects of the Augustana Hospital, and Mr. Henry J. Schlacks, architect of St. Mary's Hospital, both of Chicago, illustrate the arrangement of two floors in each building, one for private patients and one for ward patients, the floors for private patients being the higher, those for ward patients would be on the first or second floor. Of course, it would be possible to add as many more stories as might be desired in order to increase the number of beds without in any way impairing the hygienic condition present.

During the past sixteen years I have given a great amount of attention constantly to the study of hospital construction. I have visited most of the hospita...
of the large cities in this country and Canada, as well as those in most of the large European cities, and have studied the plans of most of the other hospitals which I have not personally visited, and I am confident that the hospitals of the large city in the future must be a high building constructed on the essentials emphasized in this paper.

**EXPLANATION OF ILLUSTRATIONS.**

Figures 1, 2 and 3 are taken from the plans of Augusta nova Hospital, which is to be completed next year, only the south half being finished at the present time. Figures 4, 5 and 6 are taken from the plans of St. Mary’s Hospital, which was completed last spring.

Figure 1 shows the top floor, the greater portion of which is given up to a series of operating rooms, dressing rooms and recovery rooms, and to the kitchen and dining rooms. These departments, it will be seen, are practically isolated from each other and from the remaining portion of the hospital.

Figure 2 represents the fourth and fifth floors, which are occupied entirely by private rooms and are provided with every comfort and convenience that may be desired by private patients.

Figure 3 represents the second and third floors, which are occupied entirely by wards. The large wards at one end of the floor, I believe, are a mistake, especially in a hospital where bedside teaching is done, because of the unnecessary disturbance of a large number of patients; moreover, it is easier to obtain uniformly good nursing if each nurse has assigned to her a ward sufficiently large to occupy her time than if a large ward is under the joint care of a number of nurses. It is much better to have all the ward patients together on the same floor and all the private patients on another floor than to have them mixed, because it avoids jealousies and dissatisfaction. In this institution the second floor contains the wards for male and the third for female patients, which further simplifies the management of the institution.

Figure 4 represents the plan for the operating, sterilizing, anesthetizing, supply and dressing rooms in St. Mary’s Hospital. Being placed in the top of a high building, the light and air are ideal and the expense of construction is exceedingly low.

Figure 5 represents the third and fourth floors, which are occupied by private rooms and small private wards. In this portion of the plan the large hall extending through the entire length of the building and ending in a broad veranda at each end is especially attractive.

Figure 6 represents the second floor, which is occupied by the larger general wards, with an isolation room at each end. The two central wards, with a veranda on the east side of the building, are occupied by children. The south end is occupied by women and has a large veranda, while the north end is arranged in precisely the same manner and is occupied by the men.

There are many details which are interesting but whose description would consume too much space.
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**DISCUSSION.**

Dr. H. M. SHERMAN, San Francisco—Dr. Ochsner’s statement that modern methods of constructing buildings should be applied to hospitals is one to which we will all agree, as, for the hospital is a building constructed like the Manhattan Hotel in New York, where everything is of non-combustible material. The floors and windows could be made of even less combustible material, I am sure. Dr. Ochsner puts aside the pavilion hospitals, but such a building as he describes is practically one of superimposed pavilions, each floor representing a pavilion. The gain which he makes in the way of sunlight and air by the elevation is manifest. It seems to me that there is a point which can be criticized and that is in the amount of plumbing. In plan the bathrooms, etc., are in the two wings and the center of the building is quite free of any plumbing. In going through the hospital I was impressed with this same fact. I think if Dr. Ochsner is going to economize his nurses he must also economize his nurses’ time. The amount of running to and from which a nurse would have to do in passing to and from the bathroom would be a considerable amount each day.

In the construction of the children’s hospital in San Francisco, I had to deal with an exceeding obstinate architect. I had to calculate the steps between the bed which is farthest from the bathroom and found that the nurses walked two or three miles which could have been eliminated. This of course, were broken, which is the only way they could stand it. With modern plumbing, such as you see in a modern hospital, which is absolutely perfect in its theoretical and mechanical construction, it would be possible to put in another bathroom which would answer admirably for the nurse. Then, too, surgeons are always washing their hands, and a nurse has to go and get the water every time it is needed. In other words, she has to go to so much trouble in the operating room. Hot and cold water should be in every ward even if it contained only two beds. Another practical point is the heating of hospitals. We are using petroleum for fuel and it is exceedingly economical, the escaping steam being used for heating the building. Dr. Ochsner has put his operating-room at the top of the hospital and his kitchens should be the same floor. Such a hospital as this, which should be very near the hotel center of the city so that hotel people could be transferred to it, should also have an annex in the country to which could be transferred such patients as have a long convalescence. Such a hospital in the center of the city offers good opportunities for the people who have a long convalescence and can not be moved to the country. The property of the country, the weather outlook and the opportunity to get out of doors, which is denied in the center of the city, is to be thought of. Any one building such a hospital as this should have weather plans and also include the country annex.

Dr. E. W. CUSHING, Boston—I think that the author of this paper has rendered a great service. The work of Burnett, in England, and the example of the Johns Hopkins Hospital in this country, seem to have remained as absolute standards of authority with architects and constructors of hospitals, although the theories as to the nature of infection and the knowledge of means to prevent it have greatly progressed since these works were written. I am interested in the planning of one of the great new hospitals of Boston, and I have been surprised to find how little has been done in this direction in the last ten years, or since the time when it was understood that infection of wounds was caused by actual contact of a solid or liquid medium rather than through the air, and since it has become possible to construct thoroughly fireproof buildings. In large cities, where land is very valuable, it is evident that it is cheaper to build hospitals with less superficial area and higher than has been customary. With modern methods of heating and cooling and ventilating with modern sanitary plumbing there seems no reason why a hospital should not occupy several of the upper stories of a lofty building in the heart of a great city. It is also true that in a hospital thus centralized in one building there are economies in heating and in smaller distances to be traveled by nurses and others. It is not usually considered that extra nurses mean a larger number of them and extra expense. It is certainly a great convenience for the visiting staff to have the hospital in a convenient place, and the same may be said in regard to the friends and relatives of the patients.

Nevertheless, for large general hospitals there are greater advantages in having plenty of land, so that there can be grounds for the ambulant and convalescent patients, and although surgical infection may be usually carried by physical contact with an infected body, yet when the hospital get crowded there are times in the best of hospitals when these wounds do not do well, even with all the refinements of modern
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DEATH DUE TO X-RAY?

NARRATION OF THE CASE.

History.—Sept. 9, 1901, Miss X. (aged 47) was admitted to Dr. Kelly's service, complaining of "pain in the left side, frequent micturition, general weakness and fever." Her family history was unimportant. The chief features of interest in her past history were that three years ago, after the fatigue following her attendance on a sick sister, she was seized with severe pain in the left side of the abdomen, which extended laterally, it extends well into the flanks. (See…)

Symptoms.—About four days later, according to the patient, small papules appeared over an area one-half the size of the hand, left above and to the left of the umbilicus, where there is intense itching and burning. In the course of three weeks the skin over the entire abdomen became dry and assumed a purplish-red color. Soon "blisters" about three-quarters of an inch in diameter appeared. These broke and discharged a thick, yellowish material. Up to this time boric or zinc ointment had been used as a dressing. But as the patient could not receive the proper attention at her home she was again brought to the hospital, November 17. It was at this time that she first came under my observation. On examination the patient was seen to be well nourished. Her mucous membranes were of a fair color, tongue slightly coated. Lungs and heart negative. Blood was normal. No eosinophilia or leucocytosis.

Description of the Skin Lesion.—Abdomen was full, rounded and normal-looking in contour. Owing to the presence of the lesion about to be described, palpation was impossible. Quoting my notes taken at the time of admission: "Located on the center of the abdomen there is an area about 13 by 20 cm. in diameter, which is red and raw and completely denuded of epidermis. It is bathed with a thin, greenish-yellow discharge, which is apparently very irritating to the surrounding skin. On close inspection, one sees four distinct areas, which stand out from the demuded weeping surface on account of being somewhat paler and slightly elevated. Their outlines are indefinite, but their dimensions are apparently 2½ to 3 cm. long by 1 cm. wide. These lesions, the patient claims, are scars, the result of counter-irritants applied in early childhood. The entire area is extremely sensitive to the touch, the slightest pressure causing excruciating pain. "The epidermis immediately bordering this demuded patch is pale and macerated and lifeless in appearance. The entire abdomen beyond has a dark-brown color and the skin is thick and brawny, as far as the en enamel above, the pubes below, and laterally, it extends well into the flanks. (See cut.) The public hairs are almost entirely wanting."

Symptoms.—The chief complaint of were "burning" in the wound and itching in the surrounding skin. The flanks seemed to be particularly painful and the right inguinal region was the seat of distressing pain, which was described as sharp and cutting in character.

Treatment and Course of Lesion.—Compresses of the filtrate from an admixture of lead acetate and alum in water were applied, and a 2 per cent. salicylic ointment was spread over the surrounding irritated skin surface. The painful areas in
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